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ABSTRACT 
 
A field programmable gate array (FPGA) is used to decode Inter-Range Instrumentation 
Group (IRIG) time code for a PC-based Time-Space-Position Information (TSPI) 
acquisition. The FPGA architecture can latch time via an external event trigger or a 
programmable periodic internal event. By syncing time with an external IRIG Group 
Type B (IRIG-B) signal and using an 8 megahertz (MHz) internal clock, captured time 
has 125 nanosecond (ns) precision. A Range Instrumentation Control System (RICS) 
application utilizing the FPGA design to capture IRIG time is presented and test results 
show matching time accuracy when compared to commercial IRIG time capture hardware 
components. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Range instrumentation like the AN/FPS-16 radars at Eglin AFB, FL, capture Time-Space-
Position Information (TSPI) to collect time-stamped azimuth, elevation, and range data 
for mission analysis. A Range Instrumentation and Control System (RICS) used by the 
96th Test Wing collects TSPI and distributes it across a wide area network in real-time. In 
order to accurately depict the position of moving targets and to maintain consistent time 
across all applications on the network, a precise time-stamp must be captured. Most range 
instrumentation sites use Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers to obtain time and 
output the time in Inter-Range Instrumentation Group Type B (IRIG-B) format. The data 
collection subcomponent of RICS referred to as the Data Interface Adapter (DIA) 
captures pedestal azimuth and elevation from range instrumentation and also captures 
time from a GPS receiver.  
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Currently, the DIA requires a Time and Frequency Processor PCI card to interface time 
produced by a GPS receiver to the DIA software. The card latches IRIG-B time from the 
GPS receiver in a register that can be accessed by the DIA software via the PCI bus. 
Other PCI cards required in the DIA are a PCI network card, PCI synchro card, and 
Acromag PCI carrier card. The carrier card interfaces with embedded Industrial I/O Pack 
(IP) modules to capture digital inputs, generate analog outputs, and execute custom logic 
instantiated on a field programmable gate array (FPGA). Two custom PCI cards were 
previously replaced with custom logic instantiated on the Acromag FPGA IP module. 
Additional logic can be added to the FPGA to decode IRIG-B time code and store the 
time in local registers accessible by the DIA software, allowing the Time and Frequency 
Processor PCI card to be replaced as well. The benefits of such a design include reducing 
the PCI slot requirement of the DIA by replacing the Time and Frequency Processor PCI 
card, simplifying the hardware required to build the DIA, and providing flexibility to 
customize functionality of the IRIG time code application. 
 
 

IRIG-B TIME CODE FORMAT SPECIFICATION 
 

The IRIG time code standards are developed and maintained by the Range Commanders 
Council (RCC) standards body of the Telecommunications and Timing Group denoted as 
IRIG Standard 200-04 [1]. The standard defines a family of six serial time code formats, 
each using different bit rates. IRIG-B has a pulse rate of 100 pulses-per-second over a 
one-second time frame. Therefore each of the 100 encoded symbols of the frame has a 10 
millisecond (ms) index count interval. All IRIG time code formats use pulse-width 
coding. A pulse width of 50% the index count interval, or 5 ms, is decoded as a “1” 
symbol. A pulse width of 20% the index count interval, or 2 ms, is decoded as a ‘0’ 
symbol. And a pulse width of 80% the index count interval, or, 8 ms, is decoded as a ‘P’ 
symbol typically referred to as the position reference symbol. Figure 1 shows the pulse 
widths of the three symbol types. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Pulse widths of IRIG-B symbols [2] 
 
An IRIG-B frame consists of 10 words. The ‘P’ symbol is used to separate words. Each 
word has 10 symbols where the last symbol is always ‘P’ and the middle symbol is 
always ‘0’. The remaining 8 symbols in each word translate to a two-digit integer value. 
Figure 2 shows the IRIG-B time frame message format. The first word contains seconds, 
the second word contains minutes, the third word contains hours, and the fourth and fifth 
words contain the three-digit value, days. The ninth and tenth words contain straight 
binary seconds-of-day. For more information on the message format, reference IRIG 
Standard 200-04 [1]. 
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Figure 2. IRIG-B time frame message format [1] 
 
IRIG-B time code format can be transmitted as an un-modulated direct current level 
switch (DCLS) signal or it can be amplitude-modulated with a carrier signal. The typical 
carrier signal used to modulate IRIG-B is a sinusoid wave carrier signal with a frequency 
of 1 kHz and mark-to-space ratio of 10:3. The modulated signal is better for transmitting 
over long distances; however, additional hardware is required to demodulate the signal 
before decoding [1]. 
 

 
FPGA DESIGN FOR DECODING IRIG-B 

 
The IRIG-B time code signal can be decoded in real-time using logic on an FPGA device. 
A custom logic component is described using Very High Speed Integrated Circuit 
(VHSIC) Hardware Description Language (VHDL) to decode the pulse width time code 
into symbols [3] and latch the symbols at the end of each frame. The frame is then 
translated into seconds, minutes, hours, and days of the year as described in the IRIG-B 
format specification. In addition to the time encoded in the IRIG-B message, sub-second 
measurements are calculated using the internal clock on the FPGA IP module. Figure 3 
shows the block symbol of the time decoding component. The inputs to the component 
are listed on the left half of the symbol, and the outputs are listed on the right half of the 
symbol. The IRIG decode component can be instantiated in any FPGA design entity by 
creating a component port map and connecting signals to the inputs and outputs. 
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Figure 3. IRIG decode component block symbol 
 
The IRIG time decoding and latch logic are formed by one process statement. The flow 
diagram of the sequential logic in the process statement is shown in Figure 4. Custom 
data types are defined in a VHDL package to enable object oriented abstraction of IRIG 
symbol and frame data. A custom data type called irig_symbol is defined as ‘0’, ‘1’, and 
‘P’, matching the three symbols in an IRIG message. Another data type called irig_frame 
is defined as an array of one hundred irig_symbol bits.  
 
The process statement sequential logic is started every time a rising edge is detected on 
the clock signal. The first statement implemented is an increment in the clock cycle 
counter used to calculate the sub-seconds value of time. The number of clock cycles 
counted is converted to nanoseconds based on the frequency of the internal clock. 
Resolution of 100 ns can be obtained with a 10 MHz clock. If the IRIG-B input signal is 
high during the clock cycle, another counter called the pulse interval counter is 
incremented. This clock counter is used to determine how long the IRIG-B signal is held 
high. If the IRIG-B signal captured on the previous clock cycle is low and the current 
IRIG-B signal is high, then a rising edge is detected and the previous symbol can be 
decoded into irig_symbols using the pulse interval counter. When the pulse interval 
counter is approximately 2 ms then the symbol is decoded as ‘0’. If the signal is high for 
approximately 5 ms then the symbol is decoded as ‘1’ and if the counter is approximately 
8 ms then the symbol is decoded as ‘P’ [3].  
 
Another counter is used to count the number of symbol pulses to keep track of the symbol 
index. The index counter is incremented when the rising edge of the IRIG-B input signal 
is detected [4]. On the rising edge of a new symbol, the previous symbol is stored in the 
symbol array frame, irig_frame, by the current index. The start of a new IRIG frame is 
determined when two ‘P’ symbols are decoded consecutively and the index is one 
hundred [4]. When a new frame is detected, the irig_frame is latched and stored in local 
memory registers, the index is reset to zero, and the process is repeated for the next 
frame. Therefore the current time is always available to the user. Due to the timestamp 
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location at the beginning of the IRIG-B message frame, decoded time lags actual time by 
one second [4]. As a result, one second is added to the decoded time to compensate for 
the time lag. This can be accomplished in software after time is decoded and read from 
memory using the mktime function in the <ctime> C++ library. 
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Figure 4.  Decode and latch process statement flow diagram 
 
 
Finally, the process statement checks an input flag to see if event interrupts are enabled. If 
the event source is internal a separate clock cycle counter is incremented. The counter is 
compared to an internal event period input register to trigger an event. If the event source 
is external an external trigger input is monitored. An event is triggered on the rising edge 
of the external latch signal. When an event is triggered the irig_frame and current sub-
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seconds are latched and stored in local memory registers and a time event output triggers 
an external interrupt. 
 
Type-conversion functions are defined in the custom VHDL package to pull time 
information from an irig_frame format and route time data directly into separate registers. 
The functions convert the IRIG symbol array frame into seconds, minutes, hours, days, or 
seconds of the year in integer or standard logic vector format. The package also includes a 
function used to validate the IRIG frame for correct format. This function can be used to 
provide signal-lock status information to the user. 
 
 

FPGA PCI INTERFACE LOGIC 
 
The FPGA must interface with DIA software via the PCI bus connections and digital 
inputs and outputs (DIO) connections. The structure layout of the FPGA design and 
interface hardware is shown in Figure 5. The PCI interface logic of the FPGA design 
routes signals between the PCI carrier card and components in the FPGA architecture. 
The logic is written in VHDL and provided by Acromag. Both the IRIG decode 
component and PCI interface logic are required to input IRIG time code, decode time, and 
store accurate time in memory accessible by DIA software. The FPGA is connected to 
several IP bus signals such as system clock, data bus, address bus, and interrupt requests. 
The signals are used to provide PCI bus interface to clock divider, interrupt request, 
memory logic, and custom logic. The IRIG-B DCLS time code signal and external event 
trigger are input to the FPGA using DIO pins.  
 

FPGA

Interface Logic

IRIG Decode/Latch Logic

Interrupt Request Memory Register

Digital Input/Output 50-Pin Connector

PCI Carrier Card

8 MHz Clock

IRIG-B DCLS External Event

Clock Divider

Interrupt Bus Data/Address Bus

 
 

Figure 5.  Diagram of FPGA structural layout 
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A programmable clock generator integrated circuit (IC) is available on the Acromag 
FPGA IP module. Clock divider logic on the FPGA interfaces with the IC, system clock, 
and internal memory to program the clock to any desired frequency value between 250 
KHz and 100 MHz. The clock divider VHDL logic to program the IC is also provided by 
Acromag. The interrupt request portion of the PCI interface logic routes an interrupt 
request signal from the decode and latch component to the PCI carrier board which then 
passes the interrupt request onto the host. DIA software contains an interrupt service 
routine (ISR) which is called when an interrupt request is received on the PCI bus.  
 
The PCI bus can also communicate with FPGA internal memory via the data bus, address 
bus, and select lines. By using DIA software to read or write to the IP module’s address 
on the carrier card, data can be transferred between the PCI bus and the FPGA. VHDL is 
used to describe custom memory architecture within the interface logic with read and 
write functionality. Signals from internal registers containing time information such as 
days, minutes, seconds, nanoseconds, as well as status bits are routed to the memory 
interface logic and are accessible by the PCI carrier card. 
 
 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 

The DIA computer is physically connected to a radar system and is the main data 
acquisition device. The computer is comprised of an obsolete rack-mount ATX 
motherboard with six PCI slots and several custom and commercial data PCI cards for 
input and output [5]. By replacing the PCI-based Time and Frequency Processor with an 
FPGA solution, the PCI slot requirement can be reduced to three allowing the 
motherboard to be replaced with a modern motherboard. The multithreaded DIA software 
is implemented in C/C++ and runs under a real-time operating system, VxWorks by 
WindRiver Systems [5]. 
 
One of the PCI cards the DIA uses is an Acromag PCI bus carrier card. This card 
interfaces industry-standard IP modules to a PCI bus on a PC-based computer system. 
The custom IRIG-B decoding FPGA design is programmed on an Acromag IP-EP200 
Series IP module with Altera Cyclone II FPGA which is placed onto the Acromag PCI 
carrier card. Inputs to the Acromag FPGA IP module via a 50-pin connector include a 10 
pulses-per-second data collection trigger and an IRIG-B DCLS time code signal. 
VxWorks software running on the DIA PC uses C++ libraries to access memory registers 
on the FPGA and handle interrupts.  
 
Figure 6 shows the primary data flow through the DIA. Data collection is initiated via an 
interrupt from the FPGA module. The FPGA module can either generate internal interrupt 
events itself at a periodic rate or interrupts can be triggered by an external event from the 
GPS receiver unit. When an event occurs, event time is latched in local memory on the 
FPGA. The detection of an FPGA time interrupt causes the GPS ISR to place a message 
on the data collection message queue to inform the data collection thread that data is 
ready. The data collection thread reads the latched IRIG time from the FPGA as well as 
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space-position data from the radar and builds a data packet for transmission on the RICS 
network and local data recording. 
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Figure 6.  DIA data flow [5] 
 
 

TEST RESULTS 
 

The FPGA application for decoding IRIG-B time code was tested with RICS. The test 
setup took advantage of using both the custom FPGA design and the existing Time and 
Frequency Processor concurrently. The devices were triggered simultaneously to capture 
time using a 10 pulses-per-second signal from the GPS receiver unit. The parallel test 
setup allowed both devices to latch and decode the current IRIG-B time code on the rising 
edge of the external event signal. The time was recorded for 22 seconds, and saved in a 
log file. Each data point should be exactly 100 ms apart. The time difference between 
each device and an ideal reference time data set is plotted in Figure 7. The largest 
discrepancy over the time internal is 21 µs using the bc635 card and only 0.125 µs using 
the FPGA. 
 
The existing time capture method used on the DIA for RICS is a Symmetricom bc635 
PCI Time and Frequency Processor. The bc635 time card decodes a modulated IRIG-B 
signal from the GPS receiver unit and stores the time in local memory accessible by DIA 
software. The bc635 card has 100 ns precision and has the ability to latch event time on 
an external event or a programmable internal timer. The internal periodic event capability 
was also tested with RICS. The custom periodic timer on the FPGA was set to 10 Hz 
using DIA software. The FPGA device triggered events every 100 ms. The event was 
output on an external pin and used to trigger a software interrupt on the DIA to record 
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time. The event trigger output was verified using an oscilloscope. The correct spacing of 
the internal periodic timestamps was verified in the log file. 
 

 
 

Figure 7.  Test results 
 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

Test results show the accuracy of the time decoded using the FPGA is comparable to 
commercial hardware such as the bc635 PCI Time and Frequency Processor. The FPGA 
range application reduces the hardware required to collect TSPI data at radar sites; 
resulting in a simpler, more efficient, and cost effective data collection system. For 
applications already utilizing FPGAs for other requirements, the IRIG time decoding 
logic component can easily be added to the application with no additional hardware 
required. The FPGA solution also provides flexibility to add features and customize 
functionality which may not be available in commercial hardware.  
 
The FPGA design captures IRIG-B DCLS time code with resolution down to 125 ns. 
Future work could increase the clock rate using the Acromag clock divider already on the 
chip to attempt finer resolution time-stamps. Additional features such as GPS fly-
wheeling when an IRIG signal is dropped or IRIG-A support could also be added to the 
design. 
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